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Lil’ Sidekick is a company based in Des Moines, Iowa that creates innovative infant and toddler 
products to help make parenting a little easier. Its namesake product, the Lil’ Sidekick universal 
sippy cup holder, is sold internationally and will soon reach 1.1M units sold. It can be found on 
the company website (www.lilsidekick.com) and nationwide in Wal-Mart, Buy Buy Baby, as well 
as on Amazon.com. 
 
Website: www.lilsidekick.com 
Instagram: @lil.sidekick 
Facebook: @lilsidekickcompany 
TikTok: @lil.sidekick 
#StoptheDropGame 
 
See our video here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YEtb7S1ZBzU 
 
Our Mission 
Our mission as a company is to create products to solve real world parenting problems to make 
raising happy and healthy kids easier. #MomsIRL 
 
Our Promise 
Lil’ Sidekick products promise to be safe and functional while solving everyday parenting 
problems.  
 
The Lil’ Sidekick Story 
In 2011, founder and momboss (CEO) of Lil’ Sidekick, Amy Vohs, had a problem. Her 
6-month-old son, Jaxen, was a habitual, little chucker.  
 
Like most young children, he would throw things across the room or drop them onto the floor. 
Items that were supposed to go into his mouth like sippy cups and spoons landed in some of 
the most unsanitary places like the public bathroom at the mall or onto filthy restaurant floors. 
 
Outings quickly became a search and rescue mission for the items he lost and sanitizing 
everything became a logistical nightmare. Amy (who was extremely grossed out) knew there 
had to be a better way to stop his tossing and did some thorough searching online hoping to 
find the perfect solution. She was stunned to come up empty handed. Realizing hers was a 
problem that most every parent faces, Amy began her mission to “Stop the Drop Game.”  
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Here’s how the Lil’ Sidekick universal sippy cup holder, which has created a promising future for 
her, her family, and her community, was born. 
 
THE BEGINNING OF AN UPHILL BATTLE 
Amy knew first and foremost that she wanted her invention to be made in the USA. One of the 
first breaks (and first major obstacles) she faced was finding a manufacturer in her home state 
of Iowa. While she was thrilled to have a first meeting with a local company, the men took one 
look at the sketch of her concept and kindly stated that while they applauded her idea, she 
needed to know that it takes a lot more than chicken scratches in a notebook to move a 
concept to prototyping and then onto a functioning product. She needed engineering and 
patents and tooling. All things Amy knew next to nothing about. 
 
Down but not out and armed with the belief that there was a great need for this product, Amy 
accepted the challenge and thought of alternative routes. This led her to a meeting with the 
technology design department of her alma mater, Iowa State University.  
 
Her work colleagues thought she was crazy! They thought there was no way the university with 
a world-class materials science research department that was known for inventing the 
computer was going to help a small town mom with a baby product. But the students in the 
industrial design department took on the project and provided both engineering and 3D print 
services. This was the break Amy needed to move her ideation to completed product.  
 
The product officially launched in late 2013 and Amy took another leap of faith by showing at 
one of the baby industry’s biggest trade shows. It’s an expensive risk she wouldn’t necessarily 
recommend for most startups, but it got her product into the right hands. 
 
“I remember getting my first order,” said Amy. “I was so nervous. I had no idea what to ask or 
do. What was a case pack? A sellsheet? How much does shipping cost, exactly? Should I even be 
doing this?” 
 
Amy left that show with nearly 30 new retailers. And never looked back. She kept selling 
product and attending tradeshows where she would continue to grow and get great feedback.  
 
“It was the nos we got that gave us the encouragement and the feedback we needed to grow 
and to get truly retailer-ready. We went all in, changed our packaging, hired consultants, and 
worked non-stop. Those nos quickly started turning to yesses and Lil’ Sidekick was ready for 
mass distribution opportunities.” 
 
THE WALMART CHAPTER 
In June of 2016 Amy set off to Bentonville, Arkansas to attend Wal-Mart’s “Made in the USA 
Summit.” Getting an opportunity to pitch the Lil’ Sidekick to a Wal-Mart buying team was an 
amazing, once-in-a-lifetime opportunity. It was a “Shark Tank” like experience, only she was 
pitching for placement on actual shelves.  
 



The feedback she received in the meeting confirmed what she had known all along. It 
confirmed that her innovative and safe design is what parents and Wal-Mart are looking for. 
She landed an opening order of product for 100 stores and was thrilled. Soon after she received 
an email stating the company would like to place her products in closer to 1000 stores!  
 
Today, Lil’ Sidekick’s original product has grown to reside on the shelves of big box stores all 
over the country. Firm to her mission to create safe products that are made in the USA, she 
announced Lil’ Sidekick’s second product, Yummeez. Yummeez is world’s first and only (literally, 
we checked) truly flavored teether, which launched in over 1000 stores in September 2018. 
With the support and feedback from her team, Amy hopes to have several more innovative 
products launching in 2021.  
 
A NOTE FROM AMY 
Opportunities come every day in life. What may initially appear as a setback may be the best 
thing that ever happened, and what may seem impossible may turn into reality.  
 
Do you remember that initial “no” from the manufacturer? That could have been the end. But it 
was at this moment I realized that no matter how crazy you or others may think an idea is, it 
never hurts to ask. I found that if someone could not help, they typically are willing to offer 
another direction to try. And that each direction is worth exploring. 
 
With persistence and commitment to learning, I was able to pivot and move, pivot and move. If 
I had listened to my own fears and absorbed the doubt of others, Lil’ Sidekick would not be the 
multi-million dollar company it is today.  
 
A lot of things had to happen in a very short time to make becoming a big box supplier happen, 
and the pressure was huge for me as a solo act. But being a supplier has allowed us an 
opportunity to accelerate our growth like we always imagined—and never thought possible for 
a small company based out of Iowa.  
 
We have been able to share our products with millions of consumers and make life just a lil’ bit 
easier for families all over the country! This gave us an opportunity and with that we have 
turned our small business into one that invests in the community, provides jobs for families, 
and supports other emerging brands.  
 
And while it has done amazing things for our business, it has done even more amazing things 
for our family. Our goal was to have a business my husband and I could work on side by side, 
and now we can do that. Our son also gets to watch products he inspired get shipped all over 
the world and he is an integral part of our company. He travels with us to line reviews, draws 
pictures of mom meeting with buyers, and writes stories about the company at school.  
 
It is an amazing thing to watch both as a parent and as an entrepreneur. We love this life!  
 
Cheers! 



Amy Vohs, CEO & Founder of Lil’ Sidekick 
 
Amy is available for mentorship and business development consulting. For inquiries about these 
and more, email Belle DuChene at belle@belleduchene.com. 
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